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Daniusoft Digital Media to iPod Converter is a powerful media to iPod converter that can
copy all music Video to iPod. This great Media to iPod converter supports both DRM and Non-
DRM Video Audio files . One of the outstanding features of this media to iPod converter is
that it is competent to convert DRM music video like DRM WMA WMV to iPod and common
video such as AVI, MPEG, WMV, FLV, QuickTime Video(.MOV), 3GP, VOB to iPod.

Since this excellent media to iPod converter gets audio and video stream at the bottom of the
operating system, the output audio and video will keep high quality. Furthermore, media
stream is directly converted to iPod compatible formats. This wonderful feature will save you a
lot of time, especially when you need a quick way to convert video music to iPod MP4 MP3.

Key Feature

A DRM Media to iPod converter
Convert DRM audio and DRM video to iPod supported formats such as M4A, H.264, so that
you can convert all music Video to iPod.

A universal iPod Video converter

Convert audio video files to iPod Compatible MP4 MP3.

DRM conversion

Totally support DRM video conversion, copying DRM music video to iPod is now simple.
Optimized DRM conversion engine, fast and efficient.

Video to audio conversion
Support Video to Video, video to audio conversion, so that you can enjoy you favorite video
music on iPod freely.

Support batch mode

Support batch mode - convert multiple files all at once.

Easy to use

Easy-to-use and self-explaining user interface.
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Supported OS     Windows XP/ Vista 32-bit /Vista 64-bit / Windows 7
Processor     1GHz or above Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     1GB above
RAM     512MB or above
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